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STOP means to stop the unconscious momentum and make the shift to being conscious.  

S - step back. Put some distance between you and the situation. 

T - think. What is the truth about what is happening? What causing you to feel stress in this situation? What are 

your priorities? You options? Your obstacles? 

O - organize your thinking. What is your plan of action? 

P - proceed. Move forward, with increased clarity and understanding.  

Step back 

When you step back, you stop the momentum. You step out of the physical, mental, and emotional activity. 

When you step back, you are able to see things you could not see in the center of the fight. Now you have 

different tactical perspective, and that gives you more options.  

Exercise: practice for one day: with any stressful communication, pause for two or three seconds before you 

respond. Just the briefest pause can allow your brain to switch out of reactive mode and into conscious mode. At 

the end of the day, reflect on the differences you noticed in your conversations.  

Think 

Stepping back gives you a chance to think. In the space of focused thinking, you might ask yourself "What is it in 

this situation that is causing me to feel fear, frustration, or pain? Why am I doing this? What am I trying to 

accomplish? What are my obstacles? What are my inner and outer resources? What are my options?  

Exercise: find a physical place that is removed from a stressful situation, a spot which for you is conducive to 

reflection. This could be an office, a living room, or a bedroom. Reconsider a stressful situation. Here are some 

questions that can be helpful to focus your reflection. It is worthy of note that thinking is not just reasoning or 

logic, but includes other ways of knowing, such as feeling, intuiting, and seeing.  

 What is the truth about what is happening here? 

 What am I feeling about this situation? 

 What do I want to achieve? 

 Are my actions or thoughts aligned with my priorities? 

 What are the obstacles to moving toward my desired outcome? 

 What assumptions am I making? 

 What other options do I have? 

 What resources can I access, inner and outer? 

 How can I enjoy myself in this situation? 

Organize your thoughts 

Thoughts do not usually occur in a logical, sequential fashion.  

They need to be organized before the meaningful action can happen. Let's say you go for a routine checkup and 

your doctore finds a suspicious lump. He wants to schedule you for biopsy right now. Panic sets in. You start to 

sweat, you feel helpless, and you are terrified of not doing exactly of what he says. Instead of reacting in a blind 

panic, you STOP and decide you have an option of seeking a second opinion. The second opinion may confirm 

your doctor's. It may not. That's not the whole point. The STOP will allow you to go from panic to a sense of 

control. Armed with two opinions, you can think, organize your options, and make a wiser decision. 
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Exercise: having spent some time answering questions in your think space, ask yourself how you would organise 

these thoughts to proceed into conscious action. Some like make notes or build an action plan in their minds. 

What is your way? 

Proceed 

Now you are ready to act (or not act) based on your conscious choice. Even if at a later time you consider that you 

could have made a better choice than you did, you can still progress and learn something about yourself.  And 

gain wisdom for the next time. 

Once you have found clarity and are out of the stress reaction, take action. Reflection without actions like walking 

with one leg. Without action you don't accomplish and don't learn. The purpose of STOP is to be able to start 

again with a clearer mind and a greater sense of purpose and control.  

When your environment is doing to you instead of you doing to your environment, mistakes get made. Mistakes 

eat up a lot of time. Taking a little time to be conscious saves much more time than it takes. Productivity increases 

when people are able to take a break, make a plan, and get control.  

Exercise:  list one action you are prepared to proceed with in the immediate future. Be specific about each of the 

steps you will take to complete this action. 

 

Some situations require a longer STOP - an hour, a day, a week, or even a month, depending on how significant 

the decision is.  

 

Choose your STOPs: 

Sometimes STOP is like a shield that helps you escape from stress momentum. Other times we use it proactively 

to build stability and prevent stress from occurring.  

Think about three times in your day when STOP would be useful, and plan ahead. For example: 

- STOP at the beginning and end of each day to reflect and plan 

- STOP whenever you sense that you are caught in unconscious momentum and feel out of control 

- STOP before you go into a meeting, to think about the purpose, goals, and anticipated roadblocks  

- STOP before you pick up your child at school, to think about how you can create a meaningful moment with him 

or her before you both continue your day. 

- STOP before you meet a friend for dinner, to think about the kind of conversation you want to have. 

 

Once you get the habit, you will find yourself using STOP frequently, and you will begin to notice a difference in 

the way you approach problems. One caution: often when you most need to STOP, you are least likely to do it. In 

the heat of a stressful situation, with a mind chatter carrying on, you might be tempted to charge ahead into the 

stress. But wise decisions and clear choices are missed often in this situation. The wisest action is to step back 

and reflect first. The outcome will always be better if you enter stress on your own terms. 

 

‘Inner Game of Stress’ – Timothy Gallwey 


